
UNIT 15 ADAPTATION AND BEHAVIOR 

CAMOUFLAGE AND MIMICRY  

Camouflage: It is an adaptation that some animals use as a protection from predators. 

An animal that uses camouflage looks like things around it or in its environment. It may 

look like a leaf, a branch, or a rock.  

    

Mimicry: Animals that use mimicry use colors and markings to look like another animal.  

 

The difference between camouflage and mimicry is that camouflage is blending with the 

environment to hide from predators. Mimicry is not as such blending with the 

environment as trying to look like something else. 



HIBERNATION 

Hibernation is an adaptation used by certain animals like bears. It is most often used in 

winter, to conserve energy, when food is short supply and it is cold. It is a state of 

inactivity. Animals lower their metabolism, there is lower body temperature and slower 

breathing. This conserves the energy resources in the body fat which are used at a lower 

rate. A bear can be very fat before it starts its hibernation at the start of winter. After winter 

is often and the bear emerges, it is much thinner as all of it’s body fat resources have 

been used. 

 

ESTIVATION 

This is a temporary state of inactivity during a time when an animal is usually active. 

Usually the summer. An example of estivation may be snails that go into a dormant 

state in the summer if it gets too hot or too dry for them. Toads use estivation to survive. 

Estivation is a kind of dormancy. Animals that estivate are trying to escape their 

environment for a while in order to survive. This happens in hot deserts where heat and 

water are important. Estivation protects these animals from the high temperatures and 

drought. When the hot dry tme comes, estivators find themselves a safe place to sleep, 

usually underground. This way they live through the high heat and no water.  

Just as animals hibernate in order to stay alive in cold laces, animals estivate in hot dry 

places. Some examples of estivators are bees, earthworms, frogs, toads, hedgehogs, 

snails, snakes, mud turtles, lizards. 

 



 

 

BIRD BEAK ADAPTATIONS  

There are many different kinds of beaks in birds. The most important function of a bird 

beak is feeding and a bird beak is shaped according to what a bird eats.  

1. Seed eating birds like sparrows have short, thick, conical beaks for cracking seed.  

2. Birds of prey like owls and hawks have sharp curved beaks for tearing meat.  

3. Woodpeckers have long chisel line beaks to bore into wood to eat insects.  

4. Hummingbirds have long, slender beaks to go into flowers for nectar.  

5. Ducks have long, flat beaks that strain plants and animals from water. 

6. Birds like herons have long spear like beaks adapted for fishing.  
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MUTUALISM 

This comes from the word mutual which means “in agreement”. It is an interaction between 

different species that is beneficial to both of them. In a mutualistic relationship, two organisms of 

different species “work together”. Each one derives benefit from the relationship. 

For example:  

1. The relationship between cows and the bacteria living in the cows intestines. The bacteria 

produce an enzyme called cellulose, which helps in digestion. In turn, the bacteria benefit by 

having a stable supply of nutrients from the cow. 

2. Another example is the relationship between the oxpecker (a bird) and the rhinoceros or 

zebra. The oxpeckers eat ticks off their skin. So the oxpeckers get food while the rhino and 

zebras are able to have their skin kept free from pests. 

3. Another is of the Egyptian plover & the crocodile. The crocodile lies with its mouth open. The 

plover flies into the crocodile’s mouth and eats meat stuck on its teeth. The crocodile gets free 

dental care in return 

 

PARASITISM 

This is a relationship between 2 organisms, where one of 

them lives off the other one. One is benefitted while the other 

is harmed. The organism that benefits is called parasite. 

Parasites get nutrition from their host and may also gain other 

benefits like shelter or a habitat in which to grow and 

reproduce. For example 

1. Doddler vines attach to tomato plants sucking out the water and nutrients. 

2. Fleas are found on dog’s skin & suck their blood 

3. Tapeworms attach themselves to the inside of the intestines of cows, humans. They get food, 

but deprive the host animal of nutrients. 

4. Aphids are insects that eat sap from the plants on which they live. 



COMMENSALISM 

It is an association between 2 organisms in which one benefits and the other derives 

neither harm nor benefit. For example: 

1. Barnacles attach themselves to whales, but this does not affect the whale. 

2. A flatworm attaches to a horse crab and eats the crabs food, while the crab remains 

unaffected. 

3. Mosses grow on trees. They get the light they need as well as nutrients, but the tree is 

unaffected. 

4. Horses graze and stir up insects, which birds can eat. The horse stays unaffected. 

 

 

PREDATOR AND PREY 

Predator – An animal that hunts another animal for food. They kill for food. They are 

either secondary or tertiary consumers e.g. polar bears, golden eagles. 

Prey – The animal that is being hunted on for food is called the prey. They are        

organisms that predators feed on.  

      Examples of predator and prey combinations are wolf – lamb, fox and rabbit, blue finch 

bird and caterpillar 

 

 

 
 



TERMS TO KNOW: 

1. Predator: Animal that hunts another animal for food.  

2. Prey: The animal that is being hunted on for food. 

3. Migration: To travel as a group from one place, to live in another.  

4. Mimicry: Imitation of another animal to be safe from predators. 

5. Community: All the different kinds of animals in an area.  

6. Camouflage: Color or pattern that helps an animal blend in.  

7. Consumers: Plants are producers and animals are consumers 

8. Decomposers: Last on the food chain, and eats and breaks down dead things 

(mainly bacteria and fungi). 

9. Dormancy: Plants stay alive but not active during winter. 

10. Environment: Things both living and non living that surround a living thing.  

11. Habitat: The place where an animal population lives, everything it needs is here.  

12. Hibernation: Deep sleep, in which life activities slow down. 

13. Instinct: A behavior animals know how to do without being taught.  



ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 

Behavior is the way an organism interacts with other organisms and their 

environment. A stimulus is anything in the environment that causes a reaction. A 

stimulus can be 

1. External: An external stimulus is a stimulus because of something that is 

outside the animal, which triggers a response in it. An example is a dog 

barking or wagging its tail in response to someone entering its territory. 

2. Internal: An internal stimulus occurs because of a need inside the animal 

that triggers a response. Examples are hunger, thirst, or the need to scratch 

an itch. 

 

TYPES OF BEHAVIORS 

1. Innate behavior: Innate behavior is a behavior that an organism is born 

with. It is of two types- instinct and reflex. 

a. Reflex: A reflex is an automatic response that is quick and does not 

involve the brain. Examples are quickly pulling your hand away from 

a hot surface, sneezing, shivering, or blinking your eyes. 

b. Instinct: It is a complex pattern of innate behavior. Instinct behaviors 

can take weeks to complete.  Examples are spiders spinning a web, 

birds building nests, salmon swimming upstream to reproduce.  

 

  



 

2. Learned behavior: Learned behavior is most common in animals with more 

complex brains. It develops during an animal’s lifetime and allows animals 

to respond to a changing environment. There are four types of learned 

behavior. 

a. Imprinting : Imprinting is when an animal forms a social attachment 

to another organism within a specific time period after birth or 

hatching. It is common in bird species. The 1st other organism that 

the newborn animals see is their parent and they quickly begin to 

associate their parent with food and protection. Sometimes offspring 

see other organisms before their parents and “imprint” on them 

instead. For example, when humans raise ducks and geese from eggs, 

the newly hatched bird may see their human parent first and 

associate them with food and protection. They follow them around.  

b. Trial and Error: This is a behavior that is modified by experience. 

Examples are chicks pecking at the ground for food, learning to ride a 

bike or tying shoelaces.  

c. Conditioning: Conditioning occurs when an animal’s behavior is 

modified, so that the response to a stimulus becomes associated 

with a particular response. For example, ringing a bell before serving 

a dog it’s food, will eventually make the dog associate the bell ringing 

with food.  

d. Insight : This is a type of behavior or reasoning, that allows animals 

to use past experiences to solve new problems. For example, 

chimpanzees may pile up boxes to reach bananas that are out of 

their reach. Another example is solving a new math problem using a 

strategy learned before. 

 

 

 

 



 

TERRITORIAL BEHAVIOR 

Territorial behavior is when an animal tries to defend its territory, a particular 

area like a nest, den, mating site or area where it obtains food and resources. This 

defense does not happen in the form of fighting, though it can. It can happen by 

scent marking, where animals deposit strong smelling substances like urine to 

mark their area. Dogs do this.   It can also happen by bird song. 

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR 

Social behavior is behavior directed towards society, or taking place between 

members of the same species. Behavior that is social is directed towards other 

selves. For example, trying to weave through a crowd is not an example of social 

behavior, and neither is marching in a parade, even though this involves keeping 

others in mind. Social behavior examples would be buying a gift for someone, or 

dressing up to look pretty for a party, or helping someone run for political office, 

or trying to embarrass an enemy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

COMMUNICATION 

Communication is simply the act of transferring information from one place or 

person to another. The desired outcome or goal of communication is 

understanding. Communication usually involves a sender and a receiver, 

conveying information through a communication channel. Even though 

communication seems very simple, when we think about the many different ways 

in which we can communicate, it becomes more complex. There are different 

categories of communication 

1. Spoken or Verbal communication: This can be face-to-face, by radio, TV, or 

the phone.  

 
2. Non-verbal communication: This can be through body language, gestures, 

how we dress and behave, even our smell. An example of non- verbal 

communication could be a raised eyebrow expressing surprise.  

 
3. Written communication: This can be letters, emails, books, magazines, and 

the internet. 

 

4. Visualization: Graphs, charts, maps, logos and pictures can also communicate 

messages.  

 
 

 

 

 


